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Abstract  This study explores the opportunities for new market of traditional Korean costumes, Hanbok, 
following not only the consumer's needs and wants, but marketing trends of fashion industry. This paper 
is the exploratory consumer research of fusion Hanbok, it aims at examining how consumers wear fusion 
Hanbok. Study participants were limited to mothers who wore Korean-fusion Hanbok to their baby’s first 
birthday party once or more. A total of 221 respondents completed online questionnaires. The results of 
this study are as follows. First, regarding the reasons of wearing fusion Hanbok is a beautiful and tra-
ditional dress although traditional Hanbok is uncomfortable and inconvenient. Second, the most sat-
isfactory aspect of fusion Hanbok was found to be its design. Satisfaction with the color, size and length 
was also high. Third, most female consumers in their 20s and 30s have stronger preferences for and in-
tentions of purchasing fusion Hanbok. Some people criticize that as fusion Hanbok is westernized in its 
designs and materials, it has lost the classical beauty and impression of traditional Hanbok. However, if 
no one routinely wears Hanbok, Hanbok will never be popularized or globalized. This study suggest that 
traditional Hanbok should be improved by developing effective merchandising strategies based on con-
sumer needs for traditional Hanbok such as various product assortment and promotion strategies using 
traditional Korean beauty. So, traditional Hanbok could be retained and succeeded in the future by im-
proving consumers' dissatisfactions of traditional Hanbok and creating the new market of traditional 
Hanbok in which fusion Hanbok are produced focused on consumers' needs and market environments.

Key words  fusion Hanbok, traditional Hanbok, wearing condition, satisfaction, preferences, purchase 
intentions

Introduction

A traditional dress refers to a unique clothing style that people of a certain area or a certain country 
have developed and worn for a long time. Unlike universal or trendy clothes, traditional dresses reflect 
the social norm, customs and values, not to mention the traditional style. In this regard, Hanbok is 
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Korea's traditional dress, part of the Korean culture, and a symbol of Korean history, spirit and value. 
As a symbol of a nation, the clothing culture plays a critical role(Lee & Han, 2006).

Unlike in the past, today's Hanbok is used as a ceremonial dress for special occasions, and more 
symbolic than ever before. Accordingly, Hanbok has become extravagant and showy in its use of materi-
als, methods and designs(Jin, 1990). Therefore, consumers have both positive and negative perceptions 
about Hanbok: traditional Hanbok is a beautiful dress symbolizing the traditional beauty of Korea, while 
it is inconvenient and expensive. As consumers became reluctant to purchase Hanbok, competition in the 
Hanbok industry has intensified, creating the vicious cycle. 

Recently, "fusion Hanbok" that combines traditional Hanbok and western suits was introduced by 
the media to viewers, drawing the attention of young female consumers. Popular Korean TV drama 
"Hwang Jinee," broadcast in 2006, showed beautiful Hanbok, which drew public attention to Hanbok. 
The, so called, "Hwang Jinee Hanbok" influenced modern Hanbok designs. As young people began to 
wear fusion Hanbok in their weddings or their child's first birthday parties, the traditional Hanbok in-
dustry got a second wind. Academia also tries to establish the identity of Hanbok as a unique Korean 
design in this digital era. As the social paradigm shifted from industrial to digital era from the late 20th 
century, Korea also began to be know as an IT powerhouse, departing from the image of a late in-
dustrial country. Korean Wave helped the image shift and enhancement. As a result, this country began 
to establish its unique cultural identity in earnest(Kim, 1995; Kim, 2008). As a result, designers, such as 
Icinoo, Jin Tae-ok and Lee Young Hee, adopted traditional components of Hanbok to their designs, like 
the silhouettes and patterns of Hanbok skirts and jackets, and developed unique Hanbok designs that re-
tain traditions while improving its practicality. In other words, designers have tried to re-interpret and 
re-create modern Hanbok so that Hanbok can be universally enjoyed by the global population. Through 
such efforts, Hanbok can ultimately become an everyday dress at home and abroad(Kim, 2008). 

This study defines "fusion Hanbok" as a combination of traditional Hanbok silhouettes, materials, 
colors and other symbolic components and western tailoring, and as an effort to popularize Hanbok. It is 
necessary to conduct a basic study that examines how young female consumers wear fusion Hanbok, and 
inspires designers to develop Hanbok designs to reinvigorate the market. Therefore, as an exploratory 
study, it aims at examining how consumers wear fusion Hanbok. In particular, as consumers participating 
in this study had experiences of wearing fusion Hanbok at their children's first birthday parties, their 
comments about satisfactory and dissatisfactory characters of fusion Hanbok are expected to help develop 
fusion Hanbok designs.

Theoretical Review

Traditional Hanbok Becoming a Ceremonial Dress and Consumer Awareness

By the end of Joseon Dynasty, Korea had maintained a dual dress system: the ruling class dress had 
gone through changes affected by the Chinese style(Hwang, 2007), while the ruled class had stuck to the 
traditional jackets (Joegory) and skirts or pants. As people were allowed to wear western suits(Cho, 
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1997) after the Gabo Reform in 1894 and the Eulmi Incident in 1895, the dual dress system shifted to 
a combination of traditional and western styles. After Korea became independent from the Japanese 
Colonial rule, the Korean clothing culture became much more westernized, rather than returning to the 
tradition, affected by people who came back home from abroad, American's ruling over the Korean pen-
insula and westerners' frequent entry into Korea(Lee, 2000). The fact that traditional dresses become cer-
emonial suits seems to be related to industrialization. Indeed, the United Kingdom, the birth place of the 
Industrial Revolution, was the first country that gave up its traditional dresses as everyday clothing(Rhyu 
et al., 2009). Korea also began to produce affordable ready-made suits as a result of the industrialization 
and economic development of the 1960s and 1970s, and the growing number of female workers and 
middle-income classes led to increases in household incomes(Kim, 1991). Accordingly, people became to 
prefer western styles as everyday clothes rather than traditional Hanbok, and thus traditional Hanbok has 
remained as a ceremonial dresses since the late 1960s. Consequently, materials, methods, parts and ap-
pearances of Hanbok have become more decorative and extravagant(Jin, 1990). 

Such a historical trend has made traditional Hanbok a ceremonial dress for special occasions and a 
beautiful dress symbolizing the traditional beauty of Korea, but at the same time, an inconvenient and 
expensive dress. According to Lee and Han(2006)'s study that examined Korean university students' per-
ceptions about traditional Hanbok, students showed mixed percepts about Hanbok, such as: "It's a source 
of pride," "It has huge potentials for development," "It is custom-oriented," "I'm not satisfied with the 
look," "I have an intention to purchase one," "It is inconvenient," and "It fits my body." According to 
the survey for the promotion of Hanbok by the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism(2008), people 
believe that traditional Hanbok represent Korea itself and Korea's beauty with positive images of elegant 
and noble impression, and easy and soft feelings, while simultaneously having downside in its manage-
ment and wearability. Chung(2003)'s study on children's Hanbok preference found that boys showed low-
er preferences, due to the inconvenience in Hanbok, the touch and the belief that Hanbok did not fit 
them. 

As Cho and Kim(2010) pointed out, such negative perceptions have been prevalent over the last 20 
years, resulting in the slowdown of the Hanbok industry. Traditional Hanbok is still worn for special oc-
casions, like national holidays or weddings, but usually too expensive for consumers. As a result, the 
Hanbok industry has been in the vicious cycle that it cannot attract consumers amidst the intense com-
petition against other apparel makers. 

Seeking Change to popularize Hanbok in the everyday life

As public discourses over traditional culture emerged in the 1980s, "Koreanness" or "what's unique to 
Korea" was gaining popularity in every corner of the Korean society(Lee, 2000). This is related to re-
newed interest in ethnic styles as post modernism triggered the trends of trans-structure and trans-bor-
der(Kwon & Kim, 2006). In accordance with such trend, everyday Hanbok that addressed the incon-
venience of traditional Hanbok(Lee & Lee, 1993) and met the demands and lifestyles of modern peo-
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ple(Ahn et al., 1998) emerged. At the government level, the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism 
designated a "Hanbok Day," helping the Hanbok market grow further. 

However, as Kim et al.(1999)'s study pointed out, the everyday Hanbok did not provide simple de-
sign, various colors and sizes, or a good match with other clothes. In line with this, Hwang(2007)'s 
study on the ownership of everyday Hanbok found that consumers thought everyday Hanbok as clothes 
for workers in particular sectors, labor class and demonstrators or as uniforms. Neither traditional nor ev-
eryday Hanbok satisfied consumers' practical and aesthetical desires, so it is necessary to develop designs 
that meet consumer demands.

In particular, mass media, including TV, in the modern society has a great impact on consumers' 
awareness and preference. In collecting information and finding alternatives, consumers have a strong ten-
dency to follow celebrities. This psychology was represented by the increased interest in and preferences 
for fusion Hanbok as popular historical dramas have introduced traditional dresses from 2006. However, 
fusion Hanbok has not been defined by a single idea. Lim and Lee(2004) defined it as a combination of 
folk dresses that appeared in the fashion circles, while Park and Kim(2000) defined it as a distinctive 
fashion culture born by the combination of the graceful "silhouette" of Asian style and the advanced 
"material" of the western style. Chung et al.(2002) insisted that Zen style is a fusion fashion that con-
verges oriental and occidental styles, and diverse styles are created by combinations of ethnic components 
and western styles. Following the aforementioned opinions, stores that sell and/or lend fusion Hanbok re-
garded fusion Hanbok as a extravagant and sometimes innovative version of traditional Hanbok, departing 
from monotonous and conservative colors and designs(“Fusion-style Hanbok, Revenue increased by 35% 
YoY”, 2009). Considering the fact that both academia and industry use different concepts and terms of 
fusion Hanbok, this study limits its scope to what consumers influenced by mass media and corporate 
marketing activities consider fusion Hanbok, and accordingly defines fusion Hanbok as a combination of 
western styles and the symbolic components of traditional Hanbok, including the silhouettes, materials, 
colors and decorations. 

Researchers have also had different views on the alteration of traditional Hanbok. Some oppose fu-
sion Hanbok, citing that as fusion Hanbok has been too much altered and uses too many colors, it has 
lost the classical look and feel, and the unique impression and beauty of traditional Hanbok. For exam-
ple, The Dong-a Ilbo criticized in 1978 that ignorant Hanbok makers introduced some ridiculous clothes 
as Hanbok and celebrities wore them(“In cultures exposed due to changing own unique Hanbok”, 1978). 
A Hanbok preference survey(Wooriot Chulpanguk, 1994) conducted in the 1990s also found that consum-
ers liked the traditional Hanbok design (traditional Hanbok (39.0%), altered Hanbok that maintains the 
traditional silhouette (42.0%), and altered Hanbok that does not maintain the traditional silhouette 
(16.0%)). In contrast, Jang(1978)'s study conducted around the same period found that more people liked 
to alter traditional Hanbok (65.3%) than opposed (33.9%). In particular, they wished to wear Hanbok as 
an everyday dress, by changing the design like western clothes. Studies of the 2000s also expected that 
Hanbok would create high values in the globalized 21st century, if it could embraced both universal 
beauty and the unique tradition and culture of Korea(Cho, 2007). Choi(2006)’s study identified that peo-
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ple of all age were satisfied with the beauty of Korean traditional dresses, but those of middle-aged or 
over preferred the traditional style while young people preferred practical and modern styles. Considering 
the fact that young people are the main customers in the future, design alteration of Hanbok may be 
reasonable. 

Research Methodology and Procedures

As this study aims at identifying how people wear fusion Hanbok, data were collected from those who 
had worn fusion Hanbok at least once at their child's first birthday party. Since different academic 
groups or business groups have rendered and used different definitions of fusion Hanbok, respondents 
may provide different answers to the definition of fusion Hanbok. Therefore, fashion majors participated 
in the preliminary study in order to develop a definition and images of traditional and fusion Hanbok. 
The definition is as follows. 

"Traditional Hanbok refers to the dress that has been worn since the late Joseon period 
when the design was completed, and includes jacket (Jeogori), pants, vest and coat 
(Magoja) for men, and short jacket (Jeogori), long skirt and knot (Goreum) for women. 
Fusion Hanbok is a dress that combines the tailoring of western suits and the silhouette, 
material, color and accessories of traditional Hanbok.” 

Before conducting a survey, respondents were shown to the definition and images of fusion and 
traditional Hanbok, and asked to choose a similar one that they wore at their child's first birthday party. 
Then, only those women who wore fusion Hanbok participated in the survey. Based on previous studies 
(Chung, 2003; Kim et al., 1999; Kwon et al., 1998; Lee et al, 2004; Lee & Han, 2006), the ques-
tionnaire was developed to ask their ownership of Hanbok, occasions to wear Hanbok, reasons to wear 
fusion Hanbok, preferences for traditional and fusion Hanbok, satisfaction with Hanbok, and demo- 
graphics. The preliminary survey group consisted of eight fashion-majored women in their 20s and 30s, 
and based on the result of the preliminary survey, the questionnaire was revised and modified. An online 
research firm, Embrain (www.embrain.com), carried out the survey from May 12 to 17, 2009. In total, 
221 questionnaires were collected and analyzed. For the data analyses, frequency analysis, descriptive sta-
tistics and paired t-test were performed by utilizing Statistical Package of Social Science (SPSS). 

Respondents were aged 20 to 49, with the average of 34.14. Among them, 72.4% said they had 
their child's first birthday party at a large banquet hall, like a buffet restaurant (See Table 1.). The ma-
jority (149 respondents, 67.4%) said that they borrowed the Hanbok that they wore at the party, fol-
lowed by purchase (39, 17.6%) and others (19, 8.6%). It seems that consumers prefer borrowing fusion 
Hanbok to purchasing because it is more trendy than traditional Hanbok. 
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Table 1.
Demographics of the Subjects

Variable Group Frequency (%) Variable Group Frequency (%)

Age
20 to 30 55 24.9

Education 
Level

High school graduated 73 33.0
30 to 40 127 57.5 College graduated 140 63.4
40 or over 39 17.6 Graduate school or higher 8 3.6

Annual 
Household 

Income

less than 10 million 
won 5 2.3

Gender of 
Child

Son 94 42.5

10M to 20M 20 9.0 Daughter 118 53.4
20M to 30M 52 23.5 Both 9 4.1
30M to 40M 69 31.2

Time of 
the Party

June 2008 to May 2009 56 25.3
40M to 50M 34 15.4 June 2006 to May 2008 66 29.9
50M or over 41 18.6 Before June 2008 99 44.8

Occupation

Housewife 126 57.0
Venue of 
the Party

At Home 17 7.7
Professional 27 12.2 Small Restaurant 44 19.9
Sales and Service 6 2.7 Large Banquet Hall 160 72.4
Office Worker 51 23.1

Total 221 100.0
Self-employed 11 5.0

 

Analysis Results and Discussions

Hanbok Ownership and Wearing Occasions

According to the survey (See Table 2.), 49.3% (109 respondents) said that both mother and child owned 
Hanbok, 33.5% (74) only mother, and 8.1% (18) neither. The low rate of children's ownership may be 
attributable to the facts 1) that babies grow fast and 2) that Hanbok has become a ceremonial dress. 
Chung(2003)'s study also found that 55.7% respondents had no traditional Hanbok. However, sales of 
children Hanbok are reported to increase by 30% or more(“Noticeable growth for Children Hanbok”, 
2009) recently, as online shopping malls sell affordable Hanbok, provide accompanied accessories, and 
hold New Year's Hanbok contests for children or similar events. As such, further efforts are needed to 
draw more attention to children Hanbok.

In addition, both mothers and children mostly wear Hanbok at special occasions (74.7% and 74.7% 
respectively), family events (67.4% and 67.4%) and national holidays (49.3% and 40.7%). As Choi et 
al.(1998)'s study suggested before, Hanbok is an important item that represents Korean's identity. 
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Table 2.
Hanbok Ownership and Wearing Occasions

Question Frequency (%)

Ownership

Both mother and child own Hanbok. 109 49.4
Only mother owns Hanbok. 74 33.5
Only child owns Hanbok. 20 9.0
Neither owns Hanbok. 18 8.1

Wearing 
Occasion
(Mother)

National holiday (Chusok and New Year's day) 90 40.7
Special Occasion (Birthday party, wedding, graduate ceremony etc.,) 165 74.7
Family Events 149 67.4
Everyday 2 0.9
At work 2 0.9
Never 3 1.4

Wearing 
Occasion
(Child)

National holiday (Chusok and New Year's day) 128 57.9
Special Occasion (Birthday party, wedding, graduate ceremony etc.,) 179 81.0
Family Events 112 50.7
Never 3 1.4

Total 221 100.0

Reasons for Wearing Fusion Hanbok

Based on the preliminary, the survey questions about occasions to wear fusion Hanbok were developed. 
According to the result, respondents wear fusion Hanbok because its design is beautiful (34.4%), it's 
more convenient than traditional Hanbok (24.9%), and Hanbok is Korea's traditional dress (13.6%). This 
means as traditional Hanbok is a beautiful but inconvenient ceremonial dress, wearing fusion Hanbok re-
flects the willingness of respondents to conserve the traditional beauty and value of Korea. 

Previous studies also found that traditional Hanbok was perceived as beautiful but not practical nor 
affordable as it has become a ceremonial dress(Cho & Kim, 2010; Choi et al., 1998; Kwon et al., 
1998). In particular, costs of washing and maintaining everyday western clothes are low, while it is still 
expensive to launder and maintain Hanbok as it should be handled by laundry service shops(Ministry of 
Culture, Sports and Tourism, 2008). Despite the inconvenience of wearing and managing it, respondents' 
willingness to wear traditional Hanbok was still high (Average 4.65, Standard Deviation 1.20). 

Although people think that traditional Hanbok is a symbol of the Korean culture and a beautiful 
and excellent dress, and show a strong will to wear it, negative perceptions about traditional Hanbok, 
such as inconvenient and inefficient, must be addressed. Accordingly, improving the downside in wearing 
and managing traditional Hanbok, and developing fusion Hanbok that retains the classical and sophisti-
cated beauty of traditional Hanbok will encourage Koreans to pay more attention to and have more af-
fection for traditional Hanbok.
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Table 3.
Reasons for Wearing Fusion Hanbok 

Question Frequency (%)
Because Hanbok is the traditional dress. 30 13.6
Because fusion Hanbok designs are beautiful. 76 34.4
Because Hanbok gives a ceremonial look and feel. 20 9.0
Because Hanbok does not show the body line outright. 7 3.2
Because wearing fusion Hanbok at the child's first birthday party is a trend. 19 8.6
Although I want to wear Hanbok, traditional Hanbok is not trendy. 6 2.7
Although I want to wear Hanbok, traditional Hanbok is inconvenient. 55 24.9
Although I want to wear Hanbok, wearing traditional Hanbok is awkward. 8 3.6

Total 221 100

Satisfactions and Dissatisfactions with Fusion Hanbok

According to the survey on the satisfaction with wearing fusion Hanbok (cronbach's α=0.91) using a 
7-point likert scale (1: Not satisfied at all, 7: Very satisfied), the average score was 4.90. In particular, 
design satisfaction scored the highest (Average 5.14), telling the high preference level for fusion Hanbok 
design. Satisfaction with the color (4.95), size (4.76) and length (4.75) was also high. 

Table 4.
Satisfactions and Dissatisfactions with Fusion Hanbok
Satisfaction Mean S.D. Mother's Dissatisfaction Mean S.D. Child's Dissatisfaction Mean S.D.

Design 5.14 1.21
No pockets on the dress 4.97 1.57 Concerns about getting dirty 4.69 1.63
Concerns about getting dirty 4.68 1.58 Too cold or too hot 4.45 1.56
Inconvenient in bathroom 4.52 1.80 changing diapers 4.43 1.63

Color 4.95 1.35

Slippery when holding 
children 4.45 1.58 No pockets on the dress 4.30 1.60

Too cold or too hot 4.30 1.58 Inconvenient for actions 4.22 1.63
Fixed length 4.02 1.58 Fixed length 4.15 1.54

Size 4.76 1.29
Wrinkles 3.90 1.55 Inconvenient belts 3.71 1.57
Inconvenient for actions 3.89 1.74 Inconvenient knots 3.90 1.66
Full attire 3.71 1.71 Wrinkles 3.86 1.42

Length 4.75 1.38
Inconvenient knots 3.66 1.90 Full attire 3.67 1.58
Inconvenient belts 3.64 1.71

Total 221
Uncomfortable 3.52 1.55

The survey also found that both mothers (cronbach's α=0.93) and children (cronbach's α=0.93) felt 
inconvenience in wearing fusion Hanbok (4.11 on average for mothers and 4.12 for children). For moth-
ers, primary reasons were "no pockets on the dress (4.97), concerns about getting dirty (4.68) and incon-
venient in bathroom (4.52)." For children, the reasons were "concerns about getting dirty (4.69), too hot 
or too cool (4.45) and inconvenient in changing diapers (4.43)." This result conforms to the findings of 
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Kwon et al.(1998)'s study that pointed out "inconvenience in wearing Hanbok itself and using bathroom 
in Hanbok, tying many knots and having no pockets." In this study, as most respondents loaned the fu-
sion Hanbok, "concerns about getting dirty" was also identified as a major inconvenience. Mothers of 
girls felt inconvenience more strongly in changing diapers (t=-1.96, p=.05). This may be attributable to 
the layered skirts, just as mothers felt inconvenient in using bathroom. In additions, designers must con-
sider the fact mothers thought the primary inconvenience is "there is no pocket on Hanbok." It was also 
pointed out that wearing Hanbok is too cold or too hot for children. As infants are unable to do some-
thing to control their body temperatures, designers may address this problem by introducing various ma-
terials in accordance with changes in season or weather.  

Consumer Classification According to Preferences and Purchase Intentions 
for Traditional Hanbok and Fusion Hanbok

In order to verify whether there is any difference in preferences for traditional and fusion Hanbok, ques-
tions were developed by using a 5-point likert scale (1: "I don't like it at all", 5: "I like it very much.). 
Preference for traditional Hanbok marked 3.81 on average, while fusion Hanbok scored 4.11 (t=-6.33, 
p=.000, see Table 5). This demonstrates that female consumers in their 20s and 30s prefer fusion 
Hanbok to traditional Hanbok. In the questions about purchase intention (1: "I have no intention to buy 
one.", 5: "I really want to buy one."), the average score of fusion Hanbok (3.92) was also higher than 
that of traditional Hanbok (3.08), and the difference was confirmed statistically significant (t=-6.40, 
p=.000). Thus, it was proved that consumers have stronger preferences for and intentions to purchase fu-
sion Hanbok. 

Lastly, consumers can be classified as <Table 6>, based on their preferences and purchase 
intentions. Those who prefer traditional Hanbok have no intention to purchase fusion Hanbok, which is 
consistent with the opinion that opposes wearing fusion Hanbok as an everyday dress as it may under-
mine the classical beauty of traditional Hanbok. On the other hand, in the cases that preferences for tra-
ditional and fusion Hanbok are not much different, purchase intentions for fusion Hanbok were higher. 
Accordingly, it is reasonable to invigorate a fusion Hanbok market. 

Table 5.
Preferences and purchase intentions for traditional Hanbok and fusion Hanbok

traditional Hanbok fusion Hanbok
t sig

mean±S.D. mean±S.D. 
preferences 3.81±.70 4.11±.62 -6.33 .000

purchase intentions 3.08±1.76 3.92±1.84 -6.40 .000
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Table 6.
Consumer classification according to preferences and purchase intentions

purchase
intentions

preferences

traditional Hanbok
>

fusion Hanboka

(n=30)

traditional Hanbok
=

fusion Hanbokb

(n=102)

traditional Hanbok
<

fusion Hanbokc 
(n=89)

traditional Hanbok
>

fusion Hanboka

(n=19)

8
(3.6%)

11
(5.0%)

0
(0.0%)

traditional Hanbok
=

fusion Hanbokb

(n=123)

16
(7.2%)

67
(30.3%)

40
(18.1%)

traditional Hanbok
<

fusion Hanbokc

(n=79)

6
(2.7%)

49
(22.2%)

24
(10.9%)

a: Purchase intention / preferences for traditional Hanbok - fusion Hanbok > 0
b: Purchase intention / preferences for traditional Hanbok - fusion Hanbok = 0
c: Purchase intention / preferences for traditional Hanbok - fusion Hanbok < 0

Conclusion and Suggestions

Korean consumers believe that traditional Hanbok is a beautiful tradition and a cultural heritage to be 
maintained and developed. However, they are somewhat reluctant to buy or wear one as they think it is 
impractical, inconvenient and expensive. As a result, the traditional Hanbok industry has slowed down. 
As fusion Hanbok that combines characteristics of both traditional Hanbok and western suits was recently 
introduced to the general public by mass media, it has increasingly drawn attention of young female 
consumers. Then, as they began to wear fusion Hanbok at their wedding ceremonies or their child's first 
birthday party, the traditional Hanbok has entered into a new phase. The trend is thought to have some-
thing to do with awareness of or preferences for traditional Hanbok, since fusion Hanbok is a modified 
or transformed version of traditional Hanbok. Accordingly, it is necessary to conduct basic studies that 
can vitalize the fusion Hanbok market and to inspire Hanbok designers, based on the studies on consum-
ers who like fusion Hanbok. Therefore, this study is designed to identify practices and occasions of 
wearing fusion Hanbok, and difference in preferences for fusion Hanbok and traditional Hanbok, so that 
it can serve as a exploratory study about fusion Hanbok consumers. As the consumers who participated 
in this study had firsthand experiences of wearing fusion Hanbok at their child's first birthday party, 
identifying their satisfactions and dissatisfactions may help develop designs of fusion Hanbok in the 
future.

First, regarding Hanbok ownership, the most common case was that both mother and child own 
one, but many answered that neither did. In regard to the occasions, both mothers and children wear 
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Hanbok for special occasions, like family events, national holidays or other rituals. 
Second, regarding the reasons of wearing fusion Hanbok, respondents answered that they wear fu-

sion Hanbok because Hanbok is a beautiful and traditional dress although traditional Hanbok is un-
comfortable and inconvenient. This shows consumers' strong will to wear Hanbok and to conserve the 
traditional beauty and value reflected in Hanbok, despite the inconvenience. While many believed that 
traditional Hanbok is a beautiful and excellent dress symbolizing Korea's tradition, and showed strong 
will to purchase and wear it, they still have negative perceptions about Hanbok. Thus, developing fusion 
Hanbok that can solve the problems of traditional Hanbok, but retain the classical and sophisticated 
beauty is called for to maintain Korean's affection for traditional Hanbok.

Third, the most satisfactory aspect of fusion Hanbok was found to be its design. Satisfaction with 
the color, size and length was also high. However, both mothers and children found it somewhat incon-
venient to wear fusion Hanbok. The most inconvenient aspect Hanbok of for mothers was that there is 
no pocket on it. As this can be modified by designs, it is required to develop new designs that take in-
to consideration body motions and actions. 

Fourth, most female consumers in their 20s and 30s have stronger preferences for and intentions of 
purchasing fusion Hanbok. Female consumers who currently dominate the Hanbok market have been ex-
posed to fusion Hanbok by mass media for years. Such exposure, whether intentionally or unintention-
ally, has influenced their preferences and purchase intentions, and thus wearing fusion Hanbok has be-
come a trend.  

Some people criticize that as fusion Hanbok is westernized in its designs and materials, it has lost 
the classical beauty and impression of traditional Hanbok. However, if no one routinely wears Hanbok, 
Hanbok will never be popularized or globalized. For this reason, traditional Hanbok has once failed to 
be popularized. Hence, it is necessary to maintain and succeed to traditional Hanbok by improving the 
downside, like design and wearability, of both traditional and everyday Hanbok and meeting consumer 
demands. The Ministry of Culture, Sport and Tourism(2008) already conducted the survey for the promo-
tion of Hanbok and found that people thought silhouettes, colors, patterns, collars and knots must be 
conserved. In this regard, fusion Hanbok designers are advised to embrace the symbolic meanings of tra-
ditional Hanbok.
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